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Here we report on a method to generate a long plasma plume and to ignite a large
volume plasma by means of the jet. The plasma plume is generated by our tube
reactor and then introduced into a chamber where the pressure is controlled. We
discovered there are three operating phases: A phase where the plume length remains
approximately constant, followed by a second phase where the jet increases in length
as the pressure decreases. Then at pressures below 70 Torr a mode transition occurs
where the plume length decreases and the plasma expands until the entire chamber
is filled. Copyright 2011 Author(s). This article is distributed under a Creative
Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. [doi:10.1063/1.3630924]

In recent years low temperature plasma jets have been the subject of many investigations and been
used in various biomedical applications.1–13 The plumes generated by these plasma jets were found
to consist of plasma packets/bullets traveling at high velocity.2, 3 For the case of pulsed devices and
when helium is used as the operating gas, two main factors influence the plasma bullet lifetime and
therefore the length of the plume. These factors are the helium mole fraction in the gas channel
and the width of the applied voltage pulse. It is found that, in general, the helium mole fraction
should be more than a critical limit to sustain the plasma bullet propagation.9 However, the width
of the applied high voltage pulse also plays a crucial role. Wider pulses resulted in longer plumes
(assuming all other parameters being constant). To date the plumes generated by plasma jets have
been emitted in ambient air at atmospheric pressure. This was motivated by the fact that atmospheric
conditions were desired for most applications. In this paper, as a departure from this scenario, we
investigate the behavior of the plasma plume in a case where the atmosphere in which the plume
propagates can be controlled in terms of pressure and contents. Figure 1 is a schematic illustrating
what we embarked on investigating. The device generating the plasma jet, tube reactor, consists of
a cylindrical acrylic tube with 3 mm inner diameter and two copper foil electrodes wrapped around
the tube (see Figure 2). The electrodes are separated by a distance of 15 mm. Helium as a working
gas is fed by a mass flow meter (Bronkhorst High-Tech) with an adjustable flow rate. An 8 kV high
voltage pulse, 2 μs in width is applied with a 5 kHz repetition rate during all experiments. The
acrylic tube which makes the body/housing of the jet source is inserted into one end of the long
arm of a cross-shaped large Pyrex chamber. The remaining ports of the Pyrex chamber are used to
connect a vacuum pump, a view port (equipped with a fused silica window), and a vacuum gauge.
The pressure inside the chamber is controlled by regulating the gas in-flow and evacuation rate.
It was shown in our prior work that the plasma plumes are the foot print of a train of plasma
packets/bullets that travel within the helium channel at supersonic speeds.8, 9 The propagation of these
bullets was explained with a photoionization model similar to that of cathode directed streamers.3 In
addition, we showed that the bullets travel within the helium channel then quench when the helium
mole fraction falls below a certain value, as it mixes with air.9 Therefore, controlling the helium
flow (for example laminar versus turbulent) affects directly the plume stability and length. In the
following experiments, the plume/jet is injected into a chamber where the background pressure can
be controlled. Thus, by lowering the pressure, less air molecules will be interacting with the helium
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup, showing how a plasma jet is introduced into a secondary Pyrex chamber where pressure can be
controlled. The length of one arm of the cross-shaped chamber is 45 cm while that of the second arm is 40 cm.

flow and a longer helium channel can be achieved. However, we discovered that the behavior of
the plume is much more complicated as the pressure changes. In fact, from atmospheric pressure to
about 200 Torr, the plume increases relatively slightly in length. Below a pressure of 200 Torr and
down to 70 Torr, we observed a rapid increase in the length of the plasma plume. However, below
70 Torr, the length of the plume starts decreasing rather quickly while at the same time the plasma
starts expanding in all directions, starting at the tip of the acrylic tube inside the chamber. Figure 3,
a plot of plume length versus pressure, illustrates the above observations. Figure 4, which shows
photographs of the plasma plume/jet inside the chamber at 3 different pressures, 760 Torr, 180 Torr,
and 75 Torr, illustrates well the dramatic increase of the plume length for pressures below 200 Torr
but above 70 Torr (the photo of the plume at 760 Torr is used a reference). The plasma plume/jet
length reaches up to 25 cm at a pressure of 75 Torr. This is due to the fact that the ratio of helium
mole fraction to that of air stays above the quenching threshold for longer distances.
Figure 5 shows the discharge current at the three indicated pressures in the chamber along
with the applied high voltage pulse. The peak amplitudes of the current increase as the pressure
decreases indicating plasmas with higher densities of electrons and ions. Another phenomenon is
observed in this figure as current peaks’ temporal position shifts for both the primary and secondary
discharges. Primary and secondary discharges are characteristics of pulsed plasma sources of the
dielectric barrier type.14 The primary discharge ignites at the rising edge of the voltage pulse
and the secondary discharge occurs at the falling edge.14, 15 Figure 5 shows that the primary and
secondary discharges take place earlier with decreased pressure. One possible explanation for this
can be attributed to the fact that breakdown voltage of the working gas (helium in this case)
decreases with reduced pressure (decreasing pd from about 1000 Torr-cm to about 100 Torr-cm), in
accordance with Paschen’s Law. Due to the reduced breakdown strength of the gas and an applied
pulse with a finite rise time (∼30ns), electrical breakdown can happen earlier at lower electric
fields.
When the pressure in the chamber is lowered below 70 Torr, instead of seeing an additional
lengthening of the plume, a dramatic decrease in the length takes place. At the same time, starting
at the tip of the acrylic tube, plasma starts to expand in all directions inside the chamber, especially
when the pressure reaches the 20-25 Torr range. Figure 6 is a photograph illustrating the above
visual observations. The image in Figure 6, which was taken at a pressure of 18 Torr, shows clearly a
shorter plume (as compared to the 75 Torr case) while a diffuse plasma is expanding from the tip of
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the jet source/generator, the tube reactor.

the acrylic tube. Figure 7(a) and 7(b) are images taken with an intensified CCD camera (DiCam-Pro
ICCD) that show the early onset of this transition. These images are 3 ns snapshots taken at 1.34 μs
and 2.2 μs following the applied pulse showing the plasma spreading from the tip of the acrylic tube to
the rest of the Pyrex chamber as the plume length decreases. Further lowering the pressure to 10 Torr
leads to half the volume of the chamber filling with plasma while at pressures around 2 – 3 Torr
plasma fills almost 34 of the chamber. Below 2 Torr the entire volume of the chamber fills up with
uniform and diffuse plasma. Figure 8 is a long exposure picture showing this uniform plasma that
has filled almost the entirety of the chamber.
The sudden shortening of the plume, immediately followed by the ignition of a large volume
uniform plasma is an intriguing new observation and constitutes an interesting transition mode
(from jet to large volume diffuse plasma) that beckons further detailed investigations which can
lead to various interesting applications. The photoionization model proposed by Lu & Laroussi3
predicts that the plasma would extend in all directions under low pressure conditions. This is what
eventually happens, but it only becomes visually apparent when the pressure is below about 75 Torr.
At pressures between 760 and 75 Torr, according to the images of the plasma jet, a more or less
distinct helium channel exists (less as the pressure approaches 75 Torr) and the plasma jet remains
mainly confined in the helium gas channel. When the jet length decreases an expansion of plasma
is observed at the tip of the acrylic tube inside the chamber. This observation suggests that with
the increased percentage of helium in the chamber compared to the background air, plasma is no
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FIG. 3. Plasma plume length versus pressure inside the chamber.

FIG. 4. Plasma plume inside the Pyrex chamber at three pressures: 760, 180, and 75 Torr. The voltage pulse amplitude and
width, for this figure and the remaining figures, are 8 kV and 2 μs respectively.

longer strictly sustained in a jet phase, but rather in a diffuse fashion. At pressures below 20 Torr
this expansion takes over the jet phase as only diffuse plasma is observed. Photons at these pressures
are able to ionize the surrounding gas in all directions, leading to a non-jet-like diffuse plasma as
illustrated by the images shown in this manuscript. The transition from a jet to a large volume diffuse
plasma also causes a variation in the plasma bullet shape as seen in the ICCD images. Under these
transitional conditions the plasma bullet takes a “cometary” shape as it expands inside the Pyrex
chamber. This is quite different from the previously reported bullet structure that was observed when
plasma jets/plumes were launched into room air.2, 3, 8
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FIG. 5. Current voltage characteristics under three pressure conditions: 760, 180, and 75 Torr.

FIG. 6. Photograph showing a plume and an expanding diffuse plasma at the tip of the acrylic tube. The pressure is 18 Torr.

FIG. 7. ICCD images of the expanding plasma (a) at 1340 ns; (b) at 2200 ns. The pressure is 10 Torr.
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FIG. 8. Long exposure photograph showing a diffuse plasma filling the entire Pyrex chamber. The jet source (tube reactor)
is visible to the far left.
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